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Abstract
Mobile communication has become ubiquitous at the beginning of the 21st century,
facilitating technological revolutions like Industry 4.0 or the Internet of Things (IoT).
Mobile devices are often battery-powered and, thus, tightly energy-constrained. To
sustain the skyrocketing number of devices and performance requirements of indi-
vidual applications in the years to come, elaborate techniques to reduce the energy
consumption of such devices are thus required. Apart from technological advances
that lower the power consumption of mobile device modems regardless of their opera-
tional mode, Dynamic Power Management (DPM) comprises techniques to reduce
the energy consumption of mobile device modems by turning idle components to low
power-consuming states whenever possible.
However, state-of-the-art DPM techniques are reactive rather than predictive and
these reactive techniques observe information too late to take full advantage of periods
of transmission inactivity. As a remedy, this dissertation presents predictive DPM
techniques that anticipate periods of transmission inactivity to allow the modem to
enter low power-consuming states earlier and enter deeper sleep states consuming even
less power. This reduces energy consumption without missing any information—in
the case of correct predictions.
Unfortunately, a predictor cannot always perform correct predictions. Prediction
errors may degrade the data rate because missed grants have to be re-transmitted.
Due to this, the predictive DPM technique must be designed to minimize the number
of erroneous predictions and needs to perform training whenever the prediction is
not accurate enough. Additionally, for predictive DPM to achieve energy savings,
the energy consumption overhead caused by the prediction algorithm must be lower
than the amount of energy saved by entering low power-consuming states earlier and
entering deeper sleep states. Taking these considerations into account, this dissertation
proposes a novel predictive DPM methodology with a minimal degradation of the
data rate due to mispredictions and the goal to achieve maximal achievable energy
savings—under realistic conditions.
In the current mobile communication standards Long Term Evolution (LTE) and
5th Generation New Radio (5G NR), base stations schedule all traffic sent to and
from mobile devices using grants contained in a control channel, aligned to so-called
Transmission Time Intervals (TTIs). State-of-the-art reactive DPM behavior of User
Equipments (UEs) is to decode the control channel blindly, even though the control
channel often contains no grants for the specific UE. As a result, a UE modem
potentially wastes precious energy to decode the control channel only to find that there
was no grant for the UE contained.
This dissertation makes the following contributions in the context of predictive
DPM. A prediction is performed before the control channel is decoded to infer whether
it will actually contain a grant or not. This allows a mobile device to decode the control
channel only when a grant presence is predicted. Control channel decoding is skipped
whenever a grant absence is predicted, and modem components immediately enter low
power states.
As a first contribution, an adaptive predictive DPM technique is presented for the
protocol standard LTE that is designed for situations where no a priori knowledge of
grant patterns is available. This implies that predictive DPM first has to be trained
online, where an energy consumption overhead is incurred (for training), but no
energy can be saved. This requires a low energy consumption overhead for prediction
and mechanisms that monitor and minimize prediction errors. In this context, an
adaptive control strategy is presented that lets predictive DPM make a suitable trade-
off between exploration and exploitation, deciding at run time when the prediction
is reliable enough to choose the proposed predictive policies (exploitation), and
when the predictive DPM should rather perform online learning (exploration) before
subsequently returning to exploitation.
The assumption of having no a priori knowledge is a worst-case assumption, as
usually, a large number of known traces is available. Thus, the second contribution is
given by a trace-aware predictive DPM technique, which leverages known traces to
shift as much predictor training as possible from energy-constrained run time (online)
to design time (offline). Whenever a trace similar to the ones used during offline
training is encountered, trace-aware adaptive predictive DPM can forego exploration
and enter exploitation—and thereby reduce energy consumption—immediately. This
eliminates the need for online learning for known traces, and thus reduces the energy
consumption overhead that would be necessary for training.
The third contribution considers the application of deep-learning algorithms that can
be used to forecast not only a single TTI, as investigated in the prior contributions, but a
forecast period of multiple TTIs. On the one hand, such forecasts significantly increase
the energy consumption overhead of the prediction algorithm. On the other hand,
they enable predictive DPM to initiate longer and deeper sleep states when multiple
consecutive grant-free TTIs are predicted. Multiple deep learning algorithms and
the impact of different forecast periods on prediction accuracy as well as achievable
energy savings are evaluated.
The prior contributions were initially designed and optimized for the LTE protocol
standard. During the research for this dissertation, the 5G NR standard was released,
which is a major evolution of LTE. While control signaling concepts stayed similar,
changes to give more flexibility for different service classes—from ultra-reliable
low latency communications (URLLC) over massive machine-type communications
(mMTC) to enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) were introduced.
In particular, 5G NR introduced the so-called cross-slot and the multi-slot scheduling
mechanisms. As a forth contribution of this dissertation, solutions for predictive DPM
are presented that also exploit these extensions to reduce the energy consumption of
modems even further.
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